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Ms. Alba and Ms. Garcia’s 5th grade classes had a bake sale competition. The bar graph shows the 

number of each item each class has reportedly sold.

 

If Ms. Garcia reported that her class sold twice as many cupcakes as muffins, how many cupcakes 

did her class sell? Create the missing bar on the bar graph.  

If Ms. Alba’s class sold15 more total items than Ms. Garcia’s class, how many cookies did Ms. 

Alba’s class sold? Create the missing bar on the bar graph. Justify your reasoning. 

 

 

Performance Task: 5.9C 

Solving Problems with Data: Bake Sale Competition 
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Ms. Alba and Ms. Garcia’s 5th grade classes had a bake sale competition. The bar graph shows the 

number of each item each class has reportedly sold.

 

If Ms. Garcia reported that her class sold twice as many cupcakes as muffins, how many cupcakes 

did her class sell? Create the missing bar on the bar graph.  

If Ms. Alba’s class sold15 more total items than Ms. Garcia’s class, how many cookies did Ms. 

Alba’s class sold? Create the missing bar on the bar graph.  

If each cupcake sold for $1.75, how much more money did Ms. Alba’s class earned than Ms. 

Garcia’s class earned from the sale of cupcakes? If each cookie sold for $0.50, what were the 

combined earnings from the sale of cookies? Justify your reasoning. 

 

 

Performance Task: 5.9C 

Solving Problems with Data: Bake Sale Competition 

    

Procedural 0 1 2 

Conceptual 0 1 2 

Communication 0 1 2 

 

Total points:_______ 
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Ms. Alba and Ms. Garcia’s 5th grade classes had a bake sale competition. The bar graph shows the 

number of each item each class has reportedly sold.  

 

If Ms. Garcia reported that her class sold twice as many cupcakes as muffins, how many cupcakes 

did Ms. Garcia’s class sell? 

1. Determine the scale used on the bar graph.   

 

 

 

 

2. Determine the number of each item Ms. Garcia’s class sold.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Determine the number of each item Ms. Alba’s class sold. 

 

 

 

Performance Task: 5.9C 

Solving Problems with Data: Bake Sale Competition 
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4. If Ms. Garcia’s class sold twice as many cupcakes as muffins, how many cupcakes did her 

class sell? 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Represent this on the bar graph.  

 

 

 

6. How many total items did Ms. Garcia’s class sell? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. How many items did Ms. Alba’s class sell not including the cookies? 

 

 

 

 

 

7. If Ms. Alba’s class sold 15 more total items than Ms. Garcia’s class, how many total items 

did Ms. Alba’s class sell? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8.  Use this information to determine the number of cookies Ms. Alba’s class sold.  
 

 

 

9.   Represent the number of cookies Ms. Alba’s class sold on the bar graph.  


